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This method, however, suffers the disadvantage of lack 
of control due to the inability to accurately control the 
velocity of the coolant through the nozzle wall material. 
In addition, blockage can result in the porous passages 
5 thus rendering the operation inefficient and less effective. 
In another method of cooling a rocket engine it has 
been proposed that an endothermic reaction occur be- 
tween the walls of the nozzle and the combustion cham- 
ber gases as high temperatures are encountered. In this 
etldothepmic reaction, the nozzle wall undergoes a chem- 
ical reaction which in doing so absorbs a great amount 
of heat thus maintaining the structural integrity of the 
remainder of the nozzle wall. 
Another type of cooling which has been employed in 
with an adjacent washer to 15 smaller rocket engines resides in the ablative process. In 
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ABSTRACT OF THE DEGEOSURE 
A rocket engine having a n o d e  wall formed of a plu- 
rality of washers. Each washer has a plurality of grooves 
in One face that 
a p ~ u r a l i ~  Of passages Opening into the interior Of 
fluid for boundary the ablative process, the material comprising the wall, as it undergoes erosion, chars and absorbs heat. the The passages admit 
In another type of cooling structure and method, a 
very thin nozzle wall is employed which is typically con- 
afe provided to bias the 20 structed of a refractory metal. However, this is expensive 
and in addition, since the cooling is accomplished by 
vironment, the nozzle wall is subject to destruction due to 
the thinness thereof and the presence of pressure "spikes" 
The invention described herein was made in the per- 25 in the nozzle or combustion chamber. These ''spikes'' are 
formance of work under a NASA contract and is subject the result of combustion inst&gity. 
to the provisions of Section 305 of the National Aeronau- It has been proposed also to construct at least a por- 
tics and Space Act of 1958 Public Law 85-568 (72 Stat. tion of the nomle wall of pyrolytic graphite. An example 
435; 42 U.S.C. 4257). of this can be found in US. Patent No. 3,156,091 to 
This invention relates to gas generating devices such as 30 Kraus. 
rocket engines and the like. AI1 of the above methods and means of cooling a 
More PartiWlarlY, this invention relates to a m ~ e l  rocket engine, while proving effective in certain examples 
structure and method for cooling a rocket engine Or other and ineffective in others, all suffer disadvantages of costs, 
gas generating devices. complexity, lack of control, too much weight or other 
With the advent of gas generating devices such as 35 disadvantages. It is to obviate many of the disadvantages 
rocket engines, it has become necessary to provide some of the prior art structures to which this invention is 
means whereby the engine nozzle wall structure can be directed. 
cooled from the effects of high temperatures encountered Briefly, this invention comprises a gas generating de- 
during combustion. This cooling problem iS present not vice such as a rocket engine which has a thrust chamber 
only in rocket engines 'utilizing mono-propellant or bi- 40 or nozzle wall comprised of a stacked series of pyrolytic 
propellant liquids, but also with solid rocket engines and graphite wafers or washers. 
hybrids. Many methods have been employed or suggested Passages in the longitudinal direction of the ensgine 
in the past and include the following. are provided through the washers to allow the flow of 
One of the more COmmOn methods by which a rocket coolant therethrough. Alternatively, an annular manifold 
engine is cooled is the so-called regenerative cooling 45 surrounding the washers can provide coolant for distribu- 
method. In this type of cooling, the thrust chamber or tion to the various washers. Connected to the longitudinal 
nozzle is formed of axially extending tubes which contain passages or manifold are a series of grooves on the face of 
a coolant. In most cases, this coolant is One Of the Pro- each washer terminating On the inside surface of the 
PellantS. The PrOFllant is Passed down the tube thrOugI1 washers. Upon introduction of coolant into the longitudi- 
the length of the rocket engine and then reversed in di- 60 nal passages or manifold, a portion of the coolant will 
rection to pass up the rocket engine to the injector for in- pass out through each of the grooves SO as to be injected 
jection into the combustion chamber. This method io along the nozzle wall to act as a film coolant. BY design 
relatively complex and while effective, requires high p u r r  of each groove to provide the minimum required coolant 
capacity to overcome the friction and viscosity losses e 1 at each location, this invention approaches the cooling 
countered as the propellant passes through the tubes. 65 advantages of a transpiration cooled engine without the 
Another method by which an engine structure is pro- disadvantages thereof. 
tected from the high temperatures encountered is by in- object of this invention is to provide an improved 
sulating the nozzle wail. This suffers from the disadvan- gas generating device. 
tage that good insulating materials are generally unknown Another object of this invention is to provide an im- 
and in addition add to the weight of the engine. proved structure for cooling a rocket engine or the like. 
Another method by which engines have been cooled is Still another object of this invention is to provide an 
by the so-cded "film cooling" process. In this process a improved method of 
fih of coolant is injected at the periphery Of the injector Other objects and advantages of this device will become 
and passes downwardly along the nozzle forming a apparent as this description proceeds taken in conjunc- 
boundary layer of fluid between the nozzle wall and the 65 tion with the drawings in which: 
combustion chamber gases. A similar method is the so- 
called 66transpiration,, method of cooling in which a 
rality of apertures or holes are formed in the noz- 
de through which passes a coolant. This is similar 
to film cooling in that a boundary layer for cooling the 70 as viewed along lines 1 2  Of FIG. 1; 
nozzle wall is formed. An exampre of this type of cooling 
is disclosed in €Ire U.S. Patent to Vest, No. 3,069,847. 
g. The grooves of one washer are circumfer- 
entially off-set relative to grooves of an adjacent washer 
to evenly distribute cooling fluid around the nozzle wall. 
In 
washers. 
resilient 
U'dlers t w a r d  each other Pernlit expansion of the away f rm the nozzle wall to the outside en- 
a rocket engine. 
FIG. l is a view partially in Cross section of a rocket 
engine constructed according to this invention; 
FIG. 2 is a cross sectional view of the rocket engine 
FIG. 3 is a view of a portion of the rocket engine of 
FIG. 2 as viewed along the lines 3-3 thereof; 
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FIG. 4 is an exploded view of three of the washers as 64 and as described previously a portion thereof will be 
assembled in the structure of FIG. 1; and similarly allowed to pass through groove 66 into the 
FIG. 5 is a modification of the washers shown in FIG. combustion chamber. 
4 and shows a construction wherein an annular coolant Thus, at any given peripheral point every other washer 
manifold may be exterior to the washers. 5 wi:l allow fluid flow to pass into the combustion chamber. 
Referring to FIG. 1, there is shown a rocket engine Through this selective spacing and multislot arrange- 
designated generally at 2. This rocket engine includes an ment an expeditious manner of obtaining the advantages 
injector shown at 4 for the introduction of propezlants of transpiration cooling is accomplished without the 
into combustion chamber 6. Injector 4 includes conven- attendant problems such as blocking of passages due to 
tional injector passages 8, 10 and others not shown. Mani- 10 the porosity of the material used in transpirational 
folds are provided in injector 4 in the conventional man- cooling. 
ner such that fuel entering line 12 and oxidizer through By arranging the grooves such as 52, 62 and 66 in the 
line 14 can each be injected into combustion chamber 6 manner shown such that they are substantially tangential 
through injector 8 and PO and others not shown so as to the combustion chamber, a swirling and mixing action 
to impinge upon each other at which time combustion 15 of the coolant as it passes into the combustion chamber 
occurs. This combustion process can be initiated by any occurs. This provides a complete mixing of the boundary 
means well known in the art and may include, for ex- layer to cover the inner nozzle wall. 
ample, a pyrotechnic igniter, a spark plug, or the ignition The pyrolytic graphite washers, since they will expand 
may be hypergolic. In any event, the injector and a:- when subjected to high temperatures, are biased toward 
sociated plumbing forms no part of this invention. 20 each other by spring member 70. This spring member 
Combustion chamber 6 is formed by a plurality of serves to force the washers together but yet allow thermal 
washers or wafers and in the embodiment shown com- expansion of the washers during heating thereof. 
prise pyrolytic graphite. Pyrolytic graphite has the unique While the invention has been described with reference 
capability of having a greater rate of heat conductivity to a separate coolant being introduced into the manifold 
in one direction than in other directions. In the instant 25 and thence through passages 44, it is within the scope 
case, the rate of heat transfer is greater in the radial of this invention to use one of the propellants. Thus, a 
direction than in the axial direction of the washers. Thus, portion of either the fuel or the oxygen can be separately 
heat absorbed at the interface 15 of the washers 16 will injected into these passages for eventual introduction into 
traverse in a radially outward direction at a greater rate the combustion chamber. 
than in the axial direction. The washers are varied in 30 Referring to FIG. 5 there is shown a modification of 
size so that the combustion chamber will diverge to form the washer construction illustrated in FIG. 4. In this 
a throat area 18. The nozzle then diverges to allow ex- construction, grooves 71, 72 and 73 extend from the 
pansion of the gases to aid in thrust against nozzle wall inner surface to the outer surface of washers 16. This 
20. As the washer thickness is reduced, the coolant in- construction permits radial rather than tangential intro- 
jection grooves can be more closely spaced in the axial 35 duction of the cooling fluid. Additionally, this construc- 
direction, providing greater cooling effectiveness. tion eliminates longitudinal passages 44 and permits the 
Surrounding the washers and aiding to hold them in use of an annular manifold (not shown) to feed coolant 
place is a shield 22. Spaced from this shield is another to grooves 71, 72 and 73. 
shield or sleeve 24, between shields 22 and 24 is placed By arranging the grooves 71, 72 and 73 in the manner 
any convenient material for insulating as shown at 26. 40 shown in FIG. 5,  it is possible to meter very small 
Flange member 28 is attached by any convenient means amounts of coolant and yet spread the coolant evenly 
such as by nuts and bolts not shown to another flange over the inner circumference. The coolant flow rate in 
member 30 which is in turn attached to sleeve member each groove can be controlled by the small aperture or 
32. Sleeve 34 is placed between graphite 36 and the noz- metering section 74 which will be remote from the hot 
zle interior, Graphite 36 functions as a heat sink m d  45 inner edge of the washer. This metering concept permits 
insulation 38 is provided as shown. precise, reliable, and optimum distribution of coolant 
Conduit 40 is provided for the introduction of coolant. flow at each station within the nozzle. After passing 
This coolant is injected or otherwise delivered to manifold through the aperture or metering section 74 the coolant 
42 which connects with passages 44 in pyrolytic graphite will expand in the groove distribution section 73 and 
washers 16. Alternatively, coolant passages 44 can be 5o then pass radially into the combustion chamber SO that 
exterior to the washers 16 with the coolant passing longi- it will provide uniform circumferential coverage of the 
tudinaliy between the shield 22 and the washers 16. The nozzle inner surface. The grooves shown in FIG. 5 
washers may then be aligned and held in place by longi- cover half of the circumference at each station, and 
tudinal stringers (not shown) placed between the washers adjacent washers are staggered so that each pair of 
16 and the shield 22. 55 washers provide complete circumferential coverage of 
A more detailed illustration of how passages 44 are coolant over the inner wall. 
formed is shown in FIGS. 3 and 4. When the washers Thus it can be seen that by this invention a new and 
are aligned, passages 44 are formed by apertures 46, novel structure and method of cooling a rocket engine 
48 and 50 as shown in both FIG. 3 and FIG. 4. By this or gas generating device has been disclosed. It is in- 
arrangement, and by providing grooves such as 52, fluid 80 tended that the scope of this invention is to be limited 
will flow or pass through one passage aperture 46 with- only by the scope of the claims appended hereto. 
out being able to  pass into the combustion chamber. As What is claimed is: 
the fluid flows through passage 46 in washer 54, it will 1. In a rocket engine having a combustion chamber 
enter passage 48 of washer 56. At this time, a portion of and throat formed by a nozzle wall, that improvement 
the fluid will be allowed to pass through straight or linear 85 which comprises: 
groove 52 into the combustion chamber. This groove (a)  a multislotted nozzle wall, said wall being formed 
together with the flat backface of washer 54 forms a of a plurality of washers: 
passageway for the coolant. The fluid flow then con- (b) said washers having a plurality of grooves formed 
tinues through passage 50 and when it reaches or passes on at least one face thereof whereby to form with 
through the next passage in the adjacent washer will like- an adjacent washer a plurality of passages: 
wise meet a groove and allow it to pass into the com- (c) each of said washers further having a plurality 
bustion chamber. of apertures therein aligned with apertures in ad- 
In a similar manner, fluid flow passing through aper- jacent washers whereby to form passages for 
ture BO will pass through groove 62 into the combustion passage of fluid through said washers, each of said 
chamber. The remaining fluid will pass through aperture 75 grooves extending from the inner side of said nozzle 
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wall to one of said apertures, grooves of one washer 3,069,847 12/1962 Vest _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  60-266 
being circumferentially offset relative to the grooves 3,103,885 9/1963 McLauchlan _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  60-267 
of an adjacent washer to evenly distribute said 3,153,320 10/1964 Prosser _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  239-127.3 
fluid around said nozzle wall; 3,156,091 11/1964 Kraus _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  239-265.11 
(d) whereby fluid in said passages is adapted to Pass 5 3,157,026 11/1964 Lampert _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  60-35.6 
through said gfooves into said rocket engine to Pro- 3,165,888 1/1965 K~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  60-35.6 
3,305,178 2/1967 Parilla _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  239-127.3 vide a cooling boundary layer. 2. In a rocket engine according to  claim 1 wherein 
means are provided to bias said washers toward each FOREIGN PATENTS 
other. 
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